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Specifications and computer-aided software evoluuon . 
Research Description 
Fonnal methods. and associated automated dec1s1on :uds 
have a large potential for practical impact that has not ~en 
fully realized. To help bring this about, we have de' eloped 
a fonnal specification language spec1 tically designed for 
IJrge scale applications that include parallel, d1str1buied. 
and real-ume systems. We are currently in\·cstlg:mn~ a 
"ariety of methods and tools for partial I) automatm ~ m.my 
aspects oi software development. 
\\'c seek to develop fundamental theory and pr.l~ : :~ ll 
methods for combining several changes to a soil\\ l re 
system with mathematically provable guarantee5 or 
correctness. The main goal of this research effort b ro 
enable a higher level of computer-aided design in 
development and maintenance of large software s~ stems. 
Combining changes to software is a fundamental problem 
in software engineering. lltis process is imponant in all 
phases of developing large software systems. ''here 
multiple changes must be developed concurrently and lhen 
combined. This work has potential applicalions to solharc 
maintenance, view integration in specificalions. \cr-1 .~n 
control in design databases. and muluplc inhcnt.:m.:-~ 1t1 
i.pccificaLion or programming languages . 
\\'c have investigated changl! merging for spcc1[i;,!;, n' 
;ind for software prototypes of rcal -t11nc syste m::- \\":: 
integrated a change merging mechanism for spcc 111..:au · n~ 
\~1th an inheritance mechanism and investigated r th 
;1ppl1cat1ons and fonnal propcrt11:s o f the r ~·~u. :in:! 
-.1ructure. We have developed an analog of the r r ~~.:m 
sltcmg method for the PSDL language . PSDL prcs..:nt- r. ~" 
problems because it includes cxpl11:1t rcal -ume CP!l' l i.:1 m~ 
Faculty Research Catalog 
and parallel operations. We have also designed an 
automated design management and job assignment system . 
The main advance provided by this system is automated 
scheduling and job assignment for teams of engineers in an 
environment where plans arc uncertain, panially known, 
and subject to change while the work is in progress. 
Relevance to DoD/DoN 
Reducing costs and improving quality of software is a 
major concern in DoD. Software maintenance and 
evolution accounts for the lion's share of the cost. 
Our work 1s addressmg these issues via development of 
soundly based methods that can support partial automation, 
particularly in soil ware mamte)lance and evoluuon. Since 
the existing theoretlcal basis for this area is inadequate to 
support sufficient le,·els of automation, we arc also doing 
foundational work to accomplish c1ur goals. 
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